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Leigh, Hayley

From: Matt Lankford <mattlankford22@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2022 5:10 PM
To: Leigh, Hayley
Subject: HB-1287 Curriculum Transparency

Good afternoon friends, 
 
I am sorry to say that I just missed the deadline to give oral testimony. I would have loved to tell my story of the 
last 500 plus days. I challenged my son's ninth grade Honors English 1 curriculum in September of 2020. I am 
still waiting  to address the BOE about the “dirty books” being taught in my son’s class.  
 
Now you may ask, what does this have to do with Curriculum Transparency? I would have saved a great 
amount of time knowing the curriculum before the start of his school year instead of finding out as the 
curriculum was already in progress. You see, with Curriculum Transparency I could see what the 11th grade 
class curriculum is while my son is now in the 10th grade.  
 
Transparency protects everyone. It protects the children, informs the parents before their child takes the class, 
protects the teachers (no surprises or hidden agendas), protects administration by holding the system 
accountable, and it protects the BOE as well as the citizens of the county from lawsuits. Transparency should 
help eliminate secrets and hidden agendas so everyone knows upfront what students are being taught. 
 
In my opinion, I have found many inappropriate books and videos for the students of Somerset County. It is like 
pulling teeth to get information. I have enclosed a letter from our Superintendent that shows my case in point. 
He quotes a citizen over $38,000 for a copy of the curriculum. I have attached the letter.  
 
If you are interested in checking out the “Dirty Books” in Somerset County, just look at Matt Lankford on 
YouTube. 
 
I am for complete Curriculum Transparency. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Matthew Lankford  
443-523-9107   
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